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LONGHORN TRIBUNE 
A Message from the Superintendent: 
 Testing time is around the corner.  Students from grades 3-11 will be taking a variety of 
state mandated tests.  Some of these tests have serious implications for the students.   Third 
graders can be held back if they score too low on the third grade reading test, and high school 
students are currently required to pass four of the seven End of Instruction tests they take to 
graduate.  A testing schedule is included in this newsletter to let parents know what days their 
child will be taking tests.  We recommend that students get a good night’s sleep the night before 
the tests, and that they eat a good breakfast.  We also ask parents to encourage their children to 
do their best on these tests.   

 You may have seen on the news that various bills in the Oklahoma legislature are being 
proposed to scale back testing.  Accountability for schools has been a hot button political issue for 
a while now, and some political and educational leaders feel that comparing schools based on 
standardized test scores will drive schools to make their instruction better, and each school’s A-F 
Report Card is based largely on the results of these state tests.  While the number and type of 
standardized tests students take may change, I believe standardized testing of students and the 
comparing of schools based on those tests is here to stay.    

  In Dover Public Schools, we implemented benchmark testing of our students from grades 
three to eleven this year in part to help us perform better on the state tests.  We want to improve 
our test scores, and improve the image of our school.  However, more importantly we are working 
at developing a school culture in which teachers make regular use of data from tests to better the 
instruction given to their students.   

 We gave benchmark tests to our students three times this year; once in the beginning of 
the year, once in December, and once in February.  After scoring those tests our teachers received 
reports that showed how each student performed on certain skills and content areas.  Using that 
information, the teachers then planned instruction tailored to each individual student’s needs.  
Our elementary students were monitored even more closely in the area of reading where 
assessments were given every nine weeks, and the results of those assessments have been used by 
teachers to plan their instruction.   

 We are moving toward a system in which each individual student will 
also track his or her own data.  This will entail charts in data notebooks in 
which students will keep track of exactly what knowledge and skills they have 
learned.  Instead of students thinking of their learning in terms of “I have a 90 
average in reading” or “I have an A in science”, they will have an 
understanding of learning similar to the following.  “I can read and write 
complex sentences”, or “I can name all of the parts of a cell.”  We believe that 
once students see their learning in these terms effort and engagement will 
increase.   
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 Our school will receive reports on how our students did on the state tests in June, and we 
will receive a grade from the state (if the law doesn’t change) in late summer or early fall.  We 
promise you that your child’s teacher next year will look at your child’s test scores, and will use 
that information not to judge your child, but to better understand how best to help your child 
grow in knowledge and skills.  We encourage you to ask question about your child’s learning, and 
to ask about ways in which you can help at home.   

 I encourage you to check out our school website at www.dover.k12.ok.us , and as always we 
encourage everyone to stop by and visit to see the exciting work being done in Dover Public 
Schools. 
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Students of the Month 

February 
 Evelyn Hernandez and Allric “Bundy” Williams 

Evelyn Hernandez is a senior this year at Dover Public 
Schools. She is attending Chisolm Trail Technology 
Center. Evelyn played fast pitch softball and is 
currently playing slow pitch softball. She is the Dover 
FFA President, and active in Student Council. 

Allric “Bundy” Williams is also a senior at Dover Public 
Schools. He has a concurrent enrollment schedule 
this year with two college classes and general high 
school schedule. He is active in all sports at Dover 
Public Schools. 

  

March 
 Nick Scheaffer and Susie Unrau  

Nick is currently a junior at Dover Public 
Schools. He is attending Chisholm Trail 
Technology Center. Nick played basketball 
and is currently in track.  

Susie Unrau is also currently a junior at 
Dover Public Schools. She has a full 
schedule this year and is active in FFA and 
Yearbook.  
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FFA NEWS 
Alva Speech Contest 
Destiny Walters placed 1st in Extemporaneous Speaking Division. Nick Scheaffer received 5th in the same 
event. 


DJ’s Meats Trap Shoot and Archery Contest 
Dylan Walker, Hunter Moeller, and Dalton Moeller all traveled to McCloud for a shooting event for FFA 
Students.


Garber Speech Contest 
Taylor Becker, Destiny Walters, Nick Scheaffer, and Micala Maschino will be attending the Garber Speech 
Contest.


Youth Hunter Education Challenge and 4-H 
 Dalton Moeller has qualified for Nationals under two disciplines. He will have the 
option to attend either event. Dalton qualified for the Hunting and Wildlife competition in 
4-H. Nationals for 4-H will be held in Grand Island, Nebraska. 

 The Youth Hunter Education Challenge is recognized as the most comprehensive 
youth hunting program anywhere in North America, the Youth Hunter Education 
Challenge (YHEC) is NRA’s “graduate studies” program in outdoor skills and safety 
training for young hunters. Open only to those who have completed hunter-safety 
training at the state or provincial level, the program is conducted under simulated 
hunting conditions to provide the best practical environment for reinforcing and testing a 
young hunter's skills. From rifle, bow and muzzleloader shooting at life-sized targets, to 
wildlife identification, to map-and-compass orienteering and more, YHEC participants 
get hands-on training in eight skills areas, giving them expertise in all methods of take 
and all types of game. 
 Dalton has qualified to travel to Raton, New Mexico this summer for the National 
Competition.
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